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About This Content
Get a LEGENDARY boost to your power with a full set of rare items and an exclusive Golden Epic for Detective Kaine, the
Princess, and Khouri the Witch Doctor! We'll also toss in 15 Jeweled Chests to power you up even more!
This pack includes:

The Superior Disguise of Investigation (Golden Epic)
The Flaming Cape of Burning Backs (Golden Epic)
The Jumbo Eyeball Skull Staff of Seeing (Golden Epic)
Two additional rare items each for Detective Kaine, the Princess, and Khouri the Witch Doctor
15 Jeweled Chests
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Title: Crusaders of the Lost Idols - Legendary Starter Pack
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
Codename Entertainment Inc.
Release Date: 4 Jul, 2016
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Ive played this game off and on since its release, even have the season pass for it too.
For as much as I have passively enjoyed this game; it has been doubly frustrating.
As for this dlc, the cop cars arent all that bad but as a veteran player if I already have a car, I should be able to buy the cop
version at the same level. Add some lights, and a different coat of paint, otherwise no real difference under the hood.
The voice acting and writing is just awful. It was like they had it done in house with people that really didn't even care about
their work.
You can play this content with just the base game, but if you want to be a cop you have to fork over 25 USD. And God forbid
you want just one or two of the vehicles since its all you really run.
Most missions as a cop end up with it being 1 cop vs 2 or more street racers. Which for some reason, hate your guts the moment
you show up. I'd had my car beaten to smithereans on multiple occaisions after making a bust, to which racks up a damage score
that I then have to spend my reward money(and then some) fixing. No one likes a challenge anymore or to be forced to think
outside the box it seems. Getting smacked around during a mission is one thing, its entirely different when this happens after the
mission over.
The arresting mechanic is also broken. For one, as a street racer vs AI police you can get arrested up to 60 MPH, almost twice
the speed needed to kill someone. Yet, as a cop vs racers you can arrest people as long you're in range, regardless of speed.
A bug\/connection issue I have found is other players being able to use their abilities on me right after they have used the back
on track tool. Meaning I will be right alongside a racer who is protecting the transporter, and the transporter is a half mile away.
The racer will use the back on track tool like normal and warp up to being with the transporter, yet almost immediately after he
does this I get blinded or emp'd, etc. This means that I am being affected by abilites when I should not be, because I am out of
range of the one launching the abilities. In this circumstance it was me versus two racers.
I also find it highly annoying how when going up against a crew the ai for my own cops, while im being pummeled repeatedly
by the crew members. The ai decides to be a total dumbass and drive into me, the gaurdrail, the sky, but not after the
transporter. This is outside of being under the influence of the racers' abilities too.
Also, an important note I found in buying this dlc. You can not just buy a cop vehicle without buying the dlc first. Meaning you
have to go through the paywall first. And I still have yet to discover what all was unlocked with the purchase. So, far all I've
been able to figure out is that the 25USD covered playing as a cop. To which, if it really is the case then this is complete
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t.
The ai is bugged and stupid
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The money is way to expensive for whats there
Once youve actually paid for the game mode,
you still have to earn the money needed to upgrade a reskinned car all over again,
let alone the fact that after your first "free" car, to which there is no other choices for choosing like before,
you have to then earn the money to buy whatever better car you actually wanted in the first place
Bottomline, this is a trash dlc and such a rip off that it is a direct slap in your face.
Wait till its like 90% off in a year two before even considering it for purchase.. I can say that this was better than Kikuya,
though it has the same MC who falls in love with every pat on the head, at least she's not that pathetic and she speaks for herself.
And it really has a good story unlike the other one.. Playing this game about 2 hours, this game is great. The story about 7 deadly
sins run away from hell and take revange really interesting. game play just good with abit awkward control with mouse. What
can i say this game just as good as another 2D adventure game and fun to play. i don't know everyone else rate this game as a
bad game, maybe just because the weird control. But trust me this game didn't that bad even though the price really expensive
from this kind of game. Well, i got this game on sale so its worth it.. Shadow Blade isn't a bad game, but i wouldn't recommend
it.
At the start of the game i got a message to "install codecs" to view videos, without any other information given. Apparently
they're in the game folder but the developers never gotten around to properly fix this problem. Many people report encountering
bugs too.
The game advertises itself as an action-platformer, but the action is fairly weak (slash, slash down, throwing star). The
platforming part is decent, but binding dash to Left Shift was a really bad choice. It also has some poorly placed checkpoints,
for instance placing you quite a bit back if you die to a newly introduced enemy that has a ranged attack.
The game also lacks different classes or skills or something to spice things up a bit. It doesn't help that the €15 price tag makes
it compete with far superior platformers like Mark of the Ninja, Deadlight and Trine 1&2. If you really like platformers this
game might be worth it on sale, but otherwise it's unfinished and overpriced.. Weapons, augs and tools available are nice, yet
confusing even after having played all normal Deus Ex'es. Gameplay is ok, missing some sharpness in movement. The first few
'servers' are nice. After that the difficulty rises parabolically trying to make you buy premium stuff.. The arcade motorcyle
game I was waiting for. Certainly not without a few flaws, but lot of fun.
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Potentially this can be a great game.
It is fun and engaging in it's current state but it is still in early stages of development
and has lots of bugs and flaws.
Very small dev team (possibly only one person) so do not expect fast updates.
I recommend Farlight Explorers but be warned it is a work in progress.
. not ready to release outside China region. Like the idea but had to refund.. Not very fun. Would recommend getting FreeSpace
2 and the HD mods well over this.. I absolutely loved the game!
It's pretty good and cute, all things considered, and the game itself is frustrating, but in the challenging I-should-be-able-to-beatthis way.
I had loads of fun and got a quick refresher just how difficult it is to add numbers, no matter how simple and mundane it may
seem!. Hands down, this is one of the scariest VR games I've ever played (that's some
immersive\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665right there)
*sobs quietly in the corner*. DONT GET ANY OF THIS GAME WEDT OF MONEY. A very original and funny game, I loved
the prototype and the insult simulator, and this one is awesome as well, but it stinks of evil hamsters in the evening!
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